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this page has been updated to include cross processing: hevc by desk and cross processing: hevc by t efekt and cross
processing: hevc by desk with cross processing: hevc by t efekt as a free bonus. although there are many cross
processing: hevc tutorials for a small fee, this very well produced tutorial is free, it is a video guide to cross processing:
hevc and includes 2 different free packages you can download. if you are using windows 10, you can use cross
processing: hevc by t efekt. in vj-loops, an audio-visual looping system, is the basic principle that loops with variations,
due to the fact that a looped video is able to repeat itself and change each time with greater or smaller variations. a vj is
a videographer that uses a loop to create a video or animation, usually for entertainment. in the same way that a
photographer or any other artist would take pictures of a subject and later on they can be seen for a different context,
the vj uses a looped video to create a new context and to show it in a different way. you can find vj-loops on the net, but
with the best selection of vj-loops are available at vj loops farm. the website contains many free vj-loops, some of them
are hd 720 or 4k vj-loops for concerts, festivals, party, events, touring and video streaming or video editing projects.
beautifull abstract video backgrounds, live video wallpapers for vj-ing by premium authors at vj loops farm video art
marketplace for vjs.
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